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adapted by J. H. Woodger. Oxford University Press, London.
Humphrey Milford, 1933.
"To observe and record for mankind" has long been the ideal of
biologists and physicians. Noble as it may be, it ignores a fundamental
requirement of all observation. Observation without knowledge is both futile
and sterile; observation with knowledge is the stuff of science. It is clear
that no observer then can know too much, yet there are in the field of biology
innumerable workers who boast that they seek only facts, that they confine
their work to direct observation. Without decrying the value of this, attention
should be drawn to the inadequacy of description which does not spring from
a rich background and a wide horizon. In the physical sciences this has long
been recognized with the result that the development of theory has gone hand
in hand with the ascertainment of fact; sometimes even preceding it. In
biology, on the other hand, it has not been au fait to consider theory. There
has been some justification for this, for much biological theorizing has come
not from trained scientists but from a penumbra of "wishful thinkers". Too
often biological theory has read into living things the prejudices and wish-
fulfillments of minds of limited outlook. However, this not a valid criticism
directed at the development of biological theory, but one of the many
difficulties to be encountered.
In Europe theoretical biology has been slowly attaining a dignity of its
own. Many of the great biologists of the last hundred years have con-
tributed important elements. The United States, on the other hand, has
b,een a laggard in both the appreciation of and contribution to theoretical
biology. Therefore, it is with pleasure that one picks up this introduction
to theoretical biology by Ludwig von Bertalanffy, made available to English
readers through the translation and adaptation of J. H. Woodger. Let it
be said at the outset that this is an excellent critical survey of the methodology
of biology and a no less important summary of the principal biological theories.
In a section headed "The crisis in biology" the author makes a crucial and
devastating criticism of the empirical investigator. "He [the empirical
investigator] forgets in the first place, that a collection of facts, be it never
so large, no more makes a science than a heap of bricks makes a house."
This implies that order must be brought into the mass of accumulated data.
To accomplish this then, the modern biologist must possess not only a keen
and trained observation but also understanding. This leads naturally to a
statement of "the tasks of theoretical biology."YALE JOURNAL OF BIOLOGY AND MEDICINE
After a brief consideration of the methodology of biology there follows a
penetrating and critical survey of a number of the great biological theories.
Mechanism is discussed at length. Beginning with the machine theory of
Weismann, we are led through the many attempts to devise machines which
simulate living organisms, through physico-chemical explanations, to the final
conclusion that nowhere in these theories do we find an adequate explanation
of organization in biological systems.
Vitalism is reviewed briefly and rather summarily dismissed. The great
modern proponent of vitalism, Hans Driesch, is criticised rather severely for
his development of the idea of an entelechy or vital force which dominates
and controls the development and subsequent life of the organism. This
introduction of a superbiological agent does seem to be the antithesis of science
if taken at its face value. Further analysis shows, however, one marked merit
of the concept and that is the "unity or wholeness" of life. For this last
we are led rapidly through the "foundations of organismic biology." In the
following pages runs the recurrent idea that a living biological system is more
than the sum of its parts. Valuable as it may be to know the structure and
function of fragments of the whole organism there still remain qualities which
are not the additive summation of the fragments.
The most interesting part of the book is the attempt of the author to apply
"organismic theory" to the problem of development. He demonstrates the
breakdown of the purely mechanistic theory and dismisses vitalism as beyond
scientific proof.
A significant but brief review of Goldschmidt's physiological theory is
given, together with a critique of the difliculties in the complete application of
the theory. The crystal analogy and the Gestalt theory are also included,
again with a clean-cut statement of the defects inherent in each.
In a chapter on the organismic theories there is an excellent summary of
the work of J. Schaxel, of Heidenhain, of the field theory of Gurwitsch, and
the biological field theory of Weiss. A striking similarity in the points of
view expressed is evidenced by the appreciation of the fact that according to
these theories the wholeness of the living organism in some way controls and
regulates development and growth. One is again impressed in this rapid
summary of the curious tendency of the human mind to believe that the
naming of a process sufficiently explains it. The organismic theories all recog-
nize the process. Each proponent applies a name to it and attempts to
unravel its complexities through mathematics, through logistics, through fields
of force and other individualistic points of view.
Spemann's doctrine of developmental organizors is clearly summarized and
its relationship to organismic theory shown. The modern schools of experi-
mental embryology seem to be providing experimental evidence which fits
naturally and logically into the author's organismic theory.
Finally appears an illuminating chapter on the present-day picture of the
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developmental process. Surveying the mathematical analysis of Woodger and
the contribution of experimental embryology to formation (Gestaltung), to
segregation, to differentiation, to growth, to polarity and symmetry, and
finally to regeneration, we are led through a consideration of the historical
character of the organism to the system theory. We read, "We must view
the germ as a whole, as a unitary system, which accomplishes the develop-
mental processes on the basis of the conditions which are present in it and
depend on the organization of its material parts."
This survey should be a part of the armamentarium of all who possess a
driving interest in living organisms whether it be volvox or man. No one
should undertake investigation into life processes, be they physico-chemical or
psychological, without a grasp of the material so clearly summarized in this
book. H. S. BURR.
MODERN ALCHEMY. By William Albert Noyes and W. Albert
Noyes Jr. C. C. Thomas, Springfield, Ill.
The modern alchemists study the structure of matter and atomic phenom-
ena, not with the primary idea of the transmutation of the elements, but to
become "true philosophers, ingenious minds, who not only in books but in
things themselves look for knowledge". The authors show us how these
men work and think, and take the reader into the highly specialized and
bewildering field of the study of atomic structure and its related subjects
of valence, radiation, and the radioactive transmutation of the elements.
Throughout this maze the authors demonstrate their point that "advances
are made not primarily by direct observation and mathematical reasoning but
they have been developed and brought to a closer approach to reality by a
'cut and try' method."
One follows with interest those sections dealing with the quantum theory,
black body radiation and the Bohr and vector atoms, not a little awed and
looks forward expectantly to the promised chapter on methods of healing
and the control of diseases. However, this chapter is given largely to a dis-
cussion of vaccines and bacteriological immunity with mention of the chemical
treatment of leprosy, pernicious anemia and the progress made in anesthesia
and by Ehrlich in chemotherapy. No mention is made of the fundamental
theories of cell structure and function, the chemistry of blood and its role
as a carrier of 02 and CO2 and the part it plays in the acid-base balance of
the body.
Looked at in its entirety the book achieves its main objects in being an
interesting account of alchemy for chemists and also for those without special
chemical training, and in showing the value of hypotheses in gaining a knowl-
edge beyond the scope of our present direct observation and experiment.
CARL H. WIES.